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"THE GREAT IMPERTURBABLE"

The cool efficiency of a twenty-one year old sergeant, navigator in a

Halifax Bomber, has earned him the D.F.M. His captain calls him "The great

imperturbable," end the official citation of his award roads: "He has proved

himself to be extremely competent, remaining unruffled in the face of the most

intense opposition."

He is Sergeant J.K. Corke, of Tonbridge, who was a compositor’s apprentice
Before he enlisted in February, 1940. He has taken part in twenty seven

bombing attacks on Germany and the enemy-occupied French ports.

His thirteenth trip with his present captain, a flight sergeant, was a

daylight attack on the German warships at Brest, and their Halifax bomber was

badly damaged. One engine was hit by an anti-aircraft shell over the target;
a Messerschmitt attacked and killed the tail gunner, then other enemy fighters
dived on the Halifax from all sides and put the two starboard engines out of

action. Two Spitfires raced to the rescue and chased the Messerschmitts away,

but the Halifax, riddled by bullets and shells, had to come down on the water.

"And all the time Corke gave me every bit of help without the slightest
excitement or any sign of worry," his captain said. "When we’d scrambled into

our dinghy he told us exactly where we were - about eighty miles from shore -

and took out a pocket compass about the size of a farthing. Corke helped us

to put some luck into our thirteenth trip, and we were picked up after five

hours: he had kept us on a course where the rescue boat could find us."

Corke showed equal coolness when he was returning from an attack on Nuremburg

and met intense flak. Once again the captain tolls the story:

"A shell burst under the starboard wing and tipped us up. We went spinning

doom for about 6,000 feet, and when I pulled the Halifax out I didn’t know

where we were. Corke picked himself up, still imperturbable; he merely told

me that we’d turned east and gave me directions to head west again. Not a

murmur of complaint, not a hint of surprise. We night have been just crossing

the English coast for all he seemed to worry, instead of having the North Sea

still ahead.

"As a good navigator/should, he always knows where we are, whether he's working
with map, compass, or sextant, or by getting a radio fix. I couldn't have a

better navigator. "


